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Abstract. Stratosphericozone concentrationprofiles measuredby the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory differential absorption lidar system during the Stratospheric Ozone
IntercomparisonCampaignin July/August 1989 are presented.These profiles are
compared with the mean profiles based on all of the measurementsmade by the
different participating instruments. The results from the blind intercomparison showed
that the lidar results agreed with the overall StratosphericOzone Intercomparison
Campaign average profile to better than 5% between 21 and 45 km altitude. At 20 km
the difference was • 10%, as it was also in the region from 47 to 50 km altitude. Some
systematic features were observed in the comparison of the blind results and these
were subsequentlyinvestigated. The results of this investigationallowed the analysis
algorithm to be refined and improved. The changesmade are discussedand the
comparisonof the refined results showed agreementwith the STOIC average to better
than 4% from 18 to 48 km altitude.

For both cases the results above 45 km altitude

are

subject to the greatest uncertainty and error and are of questionable value even though
they agree within 10% with the STOIC average. Examples of comparisonsof individual
lidar profiles with each of the other instruments are also presented.
Introduction

The development of a differential absorption lidar (DIAL)
for long-term measurements of stratospheric ozone and for
potential inclusion in the Network for the Detection of
Stratospheric Change (NDSC) began in 1986, concurrent
with the first workshop that considered the priorities and
appropriate measurement techniques for such a network
[Upper Atmosphere Research Program (UARP), 1986]. The
DIAL system at the Jet PropulsionLaboratory Table Mountain Facility (JPL TMF) commenced regular measurements
of ozone concentrationprofiles in February 1988. During the
first year of operation, ozone profiles were measured on 111
different nights and during 1989, 158 independent measurements were made. (Note added in proof: By December 31,
1992, some 549 ozone profiles had been measured [McDermid, 1993]). To obtain an initial evaluation of the quality of
the lidar results, two intercomparisonswere carried out in
1988. The first of these [McDermid et al., 1990a] compared
both individual profiles and seasonal variations (monthly
means) measured by the lidar and by the Stratospheric
Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE II). This study showed
good overall agreement between the lidar and SAGE II
results in terms of the observed

seasonal variations

and also

for one-to-one comparisons when the measurements were
almost simultaneousin time and space. A second, informal
intercomparison of a number of different instruments was
carried out in southern California during October and November 1988 [McDermid et al., 1990b, c; McGee et al.,
1990]. This study compared results from two lidars (JPL and
Goddard SpaceFlight Center (GSFC)), electrochemicalconcentration cell (ECC) balloon sondes, ROCOZ A rocket
Copyright 1995 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 94JD02148.
0148-0227/95/94 JD-02148505.00

sondes, and SAGE II and showed that good agreement, to
better than 10%, could be obtained if the measurements were
made close together in both time and space. It also indicated
the usefulnessof coincident meteorological data in interpreting apparent anomalies in the ozone data. The lessons
learned in conducting these preliminary intercomparisons
were heeded in designing the first formal NDSC-sponsored
intercomparison, Stratospheric Ozone Intercomparison
Campaign 1989 (STOIC 1989), that is the subject of this and
other papers in this issue of JGR. The details and rationale
for this campaign are described in the overview paper
[Margitan et al., this issue].

Experiment
Complete details of the JPL TMF differential absorption
lidar system and the data analysis procedures have been
published elsewhere [McDermid and Godin, 1989; McDermid et al., 1990d, e] and only a brief overview will be
presentedhere. A high-power (100 W) xenon chloride (XeC1)
excimer laser provides directly the absorbed, probe wavelength at 308 nm. The reference wavelength, 353 nm, is
generated by stimulated Raman shifting of a portion of the
fundamental beam in a high-pressure (400 psig) hydrogen
cell. Thus the two wavelengths are transmitted simultaneously in time and, by careful alignment, in space. The
radiation backscattered by the atmosphere is collected with
a 90-cm-diameter telescope and the two wavelengths are
separatedby a series of dichroic beamsplitters and interference filters. The signal is then measured using photomultipliers and photon-counting techniques. To extend the dynamic range of the counting system and, consequently, the
range of the profile, the signal is divided in the approximate
ratio 100:1 and directed through separate detection chains.
(Note that in the initial configuration this splitting ratio was
10:1 but was changed prior to the STOIC campaign). Two
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JPL STRATOSPHERIC

Vertical Resolution and Typical Statistical Error

As a Function

of Altitude
Statistical

Altitude,

Range
Resolution,

Error,
Typical,

km

km

%

Below 33.8
33.8-38.0
38.0-41.0
41.0-43.4
43.4-45.2
45.2-47.0
47.0-48.2
48.2-49.4
49.4-50.6

0.9
1.7
2.5
3.3
4.1
4.9
5.7
6.5
7.3

< 1
<1
<1-3
1-4
2-5
2-10
3-15
5-25
5-25

ozone profiles are therefore calculated, based on the highand low-intensity data, which overlap in the region between
approximately 25 and 40 km altitude. The high-intensitydata
are saturated at low altitudes and the low-intensity data have
poor signal-to-noise ratio at high altitudes. A composite
profile is then made up of the low-intensity data at low
altitudes and the high-intensity data at the higher altitudes.
The effects of saturation of the photon-countingsystemand
the optimum altitude for the crossoverfrom the low- to the
high-intensity data will be discussedin some detail later in
this paper.
The system operates only at night and the signal is

OZONE

LIDAR

DURING

STOIC

1989

allowed the GSFC lidar to operate from midnightuntil dawn.
As we have describedpreviously [McDermid et al., 1990c],
it was not possible to operate the lidars simultaneously
becausethe asynchronousobservation of laser pulses from
the other system caused nonrandom fluctuations in the
backgroundlevels. The only exception to this timetable was
on the final day, August 2, when a problem with one of the
laser amplifiersdelayed the start time of the JPL experiment
to 0930 UT. Ozone measurementswere made for every night
of the intercomparison period although the atmospheric
conditions for lidar measurementswere marginal on several
of the nights.
For the blind intercomparisonthe complete lidar ozone
profiles, from 20 to 50 km altitude, were submitted and no
data were excluded even when the signal-to-noiseratio of
the measurementswas decreasedbecauseof clouds or poor
atmosphericvisibility. Since comparison and review of the
blind data set allowed some improvements to be made to the
data analysisalgorithm, this paper will concentrateon these
modificationsand comparisonswith the final, refinedresults.
However, it is appropriateto considerthe resultsof the blind
intercomparison which indicated the areas where some
improvementswere possible.
Figure 1 shows the average, and 1•r standarddeviation, of
the 14 lidar ozone profiles from the blind data set. The large
standard deviations near the top of the profile, i.e., above
-•40 km, reflect the instrumental uncertainties at these

altitudes since the atmospheric variability in this region,
over the period of the campaign, should be negligible. At

averaged
for 106 laserpulses,whichtakesapproximately
2

lower altitudes, below -•30 km, the instrumental uncertain-

hours, to derive a single stratospheric ozone profile. The
ozone number density is obtained from the difference of the
derivatives of the signals recorded for each wavelength,
divided by the ozone differential absorption cross section,
taking into account the temperature dependenceof this cross
section. The slope (derivative) of the backgroundcorrected
signal is computed as a function of range. As the altitude is
increased, the range resolution of the measurementhas to be
degraded to limit the increase in the statistical error related
to the rapid decrease in the signal level. To effect this
compromise,the cutoff frequency of the low-passderivative
filter is made to vary with altitude. The resulting altitude
resolution and typical statistical errors are given in Table 1.
Corrections to the raw data are made for the Rayleigh
scatteringand extinction terms, but no correctionsfor aerosolsare made. The parametersrequired for the Rayleigh and
temperature corrections are obtained from the COSPAR
reference atmosphere monthly tables [Rees et al., 1990],
interpolated to the correct latitude for Table Mountain
Facility (TMF). At this point in time, because of the low
backgroundlevel of aerosolsin the stratosphere,this neglect
of aerosolcorrectionsappearsto have negligibleinfluenceon
the derived ozone profile. In this particular lidar implementation the largest source of error has been found to be
associated with the determination of the background signal.
This important factor will also be discussedin detail below.

ties are combined with a small degree of atmosphericvailability that was observed by all of the instruments.
In Figures 2a-2m the lidar ozone profiles have been
compared, on a daily basis, to the average of all of the
measurementsmade each day. The average of these daily
differencesis then shown in the summary plot in Figure 20.
In these and subsequentfigures showing percentage differencesin ozone, negative values denote lower ozone concentrations measured by the lidar. Three significant features
were noted from this comparison. First, at 45 km the
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Results, Blind Intercomparison
The period of the official STOIC intercomparison extended for 14 days from July 20 through August 2, 1989. The
JPL lidar made measurementsduring the 3 hours of darkness
preceding local (PDT) midnight, 0400-0700 UT, which then
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NUMBER
DENSITY
(cm--'"3)
Figure 1. Mean (thick line) and 1•r standarddeviation (thin
lines) of the 14 JPL lidar profiles comprisingthe blind results
set.
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differencecurvehasan obviousinflectionandthe magnitude
of the differencestartsto increaserapidly. Second,there is
a small,consistentdifference,of the order of 5ø/8,just above
30 km altitude where the high- and low-intensityprofiles
were joined together. Third, the very first point, at 20 km
altitude,was alwayslow by approximately10%. Thesethree
points were then carefully studied to see if there was a
scientificallyjustifiableexplanationand possiblecorrection.

Refined Data Analysis
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The problemidentifiedat 20 km was causedby an error in
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raw dataat lower altitudesin calculatingthe derivativeof the
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was apparentfrom the blind intercomparisonthat the highintensity data still showed a small degree of saturation
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approachwas rejectedbecausethe signal-to-noise
ratio of

the low-intensitydata was falling rapidly and the errors in
the ozoneconcentrationwould be increasedsignificantlyin
this region.The secondapproach,whichwas adopted,was
to apply a correctionfor saturationor pulsepile-up caused
by the finite dead-timeof the photon-countingsystem.
For the type of photon-countingsystememployedby the
lidar the systemcannotregistera secondphotonpulseuntil
a specifictime interval has elapsed. This time interval is

--

.

known as the dead time (•) and the counters will remain

paralyzed,i.e., will not registerfurther photons,until a free
intervalof at leastthe deadtime haselapsed.This phenomenon is well known, has been extensively studied, and
appropriate correction algorithms are available for a wide
25: ...... i
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variety of situations(see, for example,the followingtreatisesand referencestherein: Cantor and Teich [1975],Evans
20

DIFF (%)

Figure 2. Comparisonsof the blind results set: (a)-(m)
Percentage
differenceof the JetPropulsionLaboratory(JPL)
lidarprofilescomparedto the dailyaverageof all of the blind
measurements.(o) Mean differenceof the 14-daylidar average comparedto the overall StratosphericOzone IntercomparisonCampaign(STOIC) blind average.

[1955], and Saleh [1978]).

Based on the Poisson characteristicsof the photoncounting process and the fact that this system can be
paralyzed, then, as the true count rate increases, the observedcountrate, No, passesthrougha maximumgivenby
1

Nc = --

(1)
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as a function of the observed counts. Figure 3 shows the
effects of this correction procedure on the 308-nm highintensity data recorded on July 20, the first day of STOIC.
The saturation correction does not become negligible until
an altitude of--•35 km. The correctionprocedurewas applied
to all channels, including the low-intensity data. Figure 4

34

32

shows the dramatic effect of the saturation correction

on the

derived ozone profiles. The profile derived from the highintensity data is shown by the solid line and that from the
low-intensity data by the dashed line. The low intensity
profile is unchangedby the saturationcorrectionprocedure,
indicatingthat the signalintensity in these channelswas low
enoughnot to causeany pulsepile-up and that the correction
24
algorithm does not induce changes when the data are not
saturated.The ozone profile from the high-intensitydata is
22
unchanged only above --•35 km. Below this altitude the
0
50
1O0
150
200
250
SIGNAL(NormolizedPhotons/Pulse)
profile is changedsignificantly.As can be seen in Figure 4,
the agreement between the high- and the low-intensity
Figure 3. Effects of the photon-countingsaturationcorrec- profiles is excellent and is extended downward to --•25 km
tion on the raw data from the 308-nm high-intensitychannel, which further gives confidence in the correctness of the
for the July 20 experiment.
saturation correction procedure. The profile derived from
the high-intensity data has better signal to noise and hence
smaller statistical errors and it is therefore advantageousto
be
able to move the crossoverpoint for the compositeprofile
This relationship can be used to confirm the experimental
to
a
lower altitude. The photon-countingsystemstill reaches
value for the dead time. The highest counts observed experimentally were in the range 145-160 in a 4-/astime bin, which a true saturation at --•100 MHz which is indicated by the
are equivalent to count rates of 36-40 MHz. Using these profile falling to zero immediately below the maximum. The
values in (1) gives a range for the dead time of 9.2-10.1 ns or low-intensity data were not saturatedat all, but the effect of
a system specification of 100-108 MHz. The slowest componentsin the acquisitionsystemare the multichannelscaler
(MCS) and the pulse-height-discriminatorwhich are specified by the manufacturerat 100 and 110 MHz, respectively.
I a)UNCORRECTED
I
45
The observed maximum count rates are therefore in perfect
accord with these specificationswhich provides confidence
in assigninga dead time to use in the saturationcorrection
procedure.
The definition of the dead time forbids counts greater than
T/•' where T is the counting time interval, i.e., dwell time of
<
25
the MCS, and thus the system will still reach saturation
20
when the specifiedmaximum rate of the systemis reached.
15
Below this level, the number of photonscounted, Nc, as a
2E•12 3E+12 4E•12 5E+12
OE+00
1E+12
function of the number actually received, Nr, is given by the
formula

I b)CORRECTED

Nc= 1+ 1- • Nr-1 exp-

(2)

40

As indicated above, the dead time was determined to be in
the range 9.2-10.1 ns for the high-intensity 308-nm channel.
Since the other channels

are not driven to saturation

to the

same degree as this channel, it is not possible, under normal
experimental conditions, to determine the dead time of each
channel individually from the raw data. Therefore it was

<:

assumed that the dead time was constant for all channels,
and in order not to overcorrect

OE+00 1E-•12 2E-•12 3E•12 4E+
OZONE
NUMBER
DENSITY
(cm-3)

the data the shorter dead time

of 9.2 ns was used in the calculations.This isjustifiable since
each channel is identical in terms of the types of photomultipliers and signaldetection electronics.Also, by testingthe
sensitivity of the derived ozone profiles to different values
for the dead time, it was found that no discernible differences
in the compositeprofile could be found for 10% variationsof

25

1

5E+12

Figure 4. (a) Ozone profiles derived from the highintensity (solid line) and low-intensity (dashed line) data
without

saturation

correction.

These are blind results from

July 20 and the low to high crossover selectedwas at 32 km.
(b) The same profiles but with the saturation correction
applied. These now constitute refined results. The low to
the dead time.
high crossoverwas at 28 km and the agreementbetween the
Equation (2) is inverted in order to obtain the true counts .high and the low profiles is significantlyimproved.
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the electronicgateson the photomultipliersis shownby the
profile falling to zero at --•16 km. With the new analysis
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At the upper end of the altitude range, the high-intensity
data, andin particularthe 308-nmchannel,have been seento
be affected by a signal-inducednoise [McDermid et al.,
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high intensity of laser radiation backscattered from the
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this signal-inducednoise is to increaseand cause a curvature
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Iikura et al., 1987] and the best fit is given by a nonlinear
least squares exponential regression.The ozone profile
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estimate the background. However, above this altitude the
profile is very sensitiveto the backgroundcorrection.For
the nonlinearexponentialfit it is alsofoundthat the profileis
sensitiveto the startingaltitudeof the regression.An impor- • 30.........
tantfactorin the backgroundestimationis that the real signal
must be negligibleat the startingaltitude, but the fit must be
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in refiningthe
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data analysis.However, no suitable,justifiablemodification
DIFF (%)
DIFF (%)
DIFF (%)
DIFF (%)
could be identified. For the final refined results, the backgroundfitting for the 308-nm high-intensitychannel was Figure 5. Same as Figure 2 but for comparisonsof the
refinedresultsset. (a)-(m) Percentagedifferenceof the JPL
started at 85 km for all data sets.
lidar
profiles comparedto the daily average of all of the
The only improvement in the agreementof the results
(o) Mean differenceof the 14-day
above 45 km was achieved by eliminating some of the refined measurements.
lidar average comparedto the overall STOIC refined averresults. Based on considerationof the signallevels which age.
were affected by clouds or other conditions, some of the
profiles were terminated at 47 km instead of 50 km. Table 2

shows
thedates,maximum
altitudes
reached,
andcommenis
on conditionsaffectingthe experiment.

Table 2. Atmosphericand ExperimentalConditions
Relatingto the MaximumAltitudesfor the Profilesin the

To minimize the error in the ozone concentration in the

upper range and to perform systematic reliable measure-

mentsat 50 km, mechanicalgating of the photomultipliers

Refined Results Set

would be required.
Maximum

Altitude,
Date

km

Comment

July 20, 1989

47

somehigh clouds,poor sky

July21, 1989

47

clarity
cloudstoward end of experiment

July 22, 1989

50

experimentterminatedearly due

July 23, 1989
July 24, 1989
July 25, 1989
July 26, 1989
July 27, 1989
July 28, 1989
July 29, 1989
July 30, 1989
July 31, 1989
August 1, 1989
August 2, 1989

42
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
47
50
47

alignment problem

to clouds

Results,Refined Intercomparison
As for the blind data set, Figures 5a-5m shows the

differenceof theJPL lidarprofilecomparedwith the average
of all profilesmeasuredon a dailybasis.The averageof these
dailydifferences
is shownin Figure50. For this comparison
the meandifferenceof the lidar profilesfrom the averageof
the other instruments is 4% or better from 18 to 48 km

some high clouds

poor sky clarity (smoke haze)
laser amplifier breakdown

altitude. In the region above 45 km the difference from the
STOIC averages and the uncertainties in the lidar results
start to increaserapidly. Becauseof the problemsin evaluating and correctingfor the background,which affects the
profilesonly in this region, the resultsobtainedabove 45 km

are of questionablevalue for trend detectioneven though
they agree within 10% with the STOIC results.

The comparisonof averagesindicatesthe generalagree-
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ment between the group of instrumentsbut it should not be
assumedthat the average representsthe true profile. There
are a number of biasesin the average causedby the different
altitude ranges and the different frequency of measurement

I) 7/31

5oi....

OZONE

20

It is therefore valuable to also

considerone-to-one comparisonsof the instruments.
All of the lidar results have been compared with those
from the other instrumentson a profile-by-profilebasis.This
has revealed some systematicdifferencesbetween individual
instruments. There was only one day, July 24, when all
instrumentsreporteda profile and this date is thereforeused
as an example for these one-to-one comparisons.In the
comparisonplots that follow, Figures6-11, the two linesthat
bracket the thick line on the difference plots represent the
limits of the combination of the quoted statistical error bars
for each of the measurements [McDermid et al., 1990c]. If
the line of zero difference lies between these limits then the

measurementscan be said to agree within the error bars (1rr).
This is not always the case, which therefore indicates the
presenceof other error sources.
Figure 6a shows the refined profiles from the JPL and
GSFC lidars for July 24, 1989. The JPL profile was recorded
between 0440 and 0640 UT and the GSFC profile between
0751 and 1100 UT [McGee et al., this issue], both at TMF.

,

The percentagedifference between these two profiles is
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Figure 5.

shown in Figure 6b. This comparison shows poorer agreement between the lidars than was generally observed during
STOIC and previously [McDermid et al., 1990c]. Since they
utilize the same technique and similar equipment, the two
lidars suffer the same problems, particularly with respect to
signal-inducednoise at high altitudes [McDermid et al.,
1990e; McGee et al., 1991]. Since the GSFC system has
slightly lower power than the JPL system, the background
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Figure 7. Comparisonof the JPL lidar profile with that recorded by the Millitech/LaRC microwave
radiometer for July 24. As Figure 6.

effects are typically seen at a lower altitude and this is
reflected in the plots in Figure 6. Through the middle of the
range the agreement is very good, i.e., less than 5% differ-

to operateat TMF throughNovember 1989,followingSTOIC.

ence from -25

time period is given by Parrish et al. [ 1992].

to 37 km altitude and less than 10% from the

start altitude of the GSFC profile at 20 km to -38 km
altitude. In general, the range of good agreement, <10%,
extends from 20 km to above 40 km altitude.

A comparisonof the lidar profile with that measuredby
the Millitech/Langley Research Center (LaRC) microwave
radiometer[Connoret al., thisissue],averagedoverthe period
0400 to 1215 UT, is shown in Figure 7. Agreementto better
than 10%over practicallythe entirerangeof the measurement
is illustratedin Figure 7b. The somewhatsigmoidshapeof
the difference curve was characteristic

of all of the lidar-

microwavecomparisonsduringSTOIC and the lidar measurement was always lower than the microwave near 20 km

altitude. The Millitech/LaRC

microwave instrument continued

A moredetailedcomparison
with the lidar over this extended
The ROCOZ

A rocket ozonesondes

were launched from

San Nicolas Island, 33.3øN-119.5øW,and on July 24 the
launch time was 1911 UT [Barnes et al., this issue]. As is
shown in Figure 8, above the ozone maximum the lidar to
ROCOZ

A difference is almost constant with the ROCOZ

A

giving an ozone concentration-5% higher than the lidar.
This may be a characteristic of the ROCOZ A instrument
[Barneset al., 1989]althoughthe agreementseenduringthe
October-November 1988 intercomparisonwas better [McDermid et al., 1990b].

SAGE II made a sunrisemeasurementat 1317 UT, July
24, and at a tangent point 31.2øN-120.7øWwhich is 536 km
5O
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Figure 8. Comparisonof the ROCOZ A and JPL lidar profilesfor July 24. As Figure 6.
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Comparisonof the SAGE II satellitemeasurement
with the JPL lidar profilefor July 24. As

from TMF. The agreement between the lidar and the SAGE
II profiles, Figure 9a and 9b, is excellent showing <5%

Facility(WFF) [Barnesand Torres,thisi•sue].On July24

difference
fromthe ozonemaximum
to above40 km (i.e.,

the WFF

---2d •.4 km) where the lidar data signal-to-noiseratio starts
to fall. This is typical of the agreement seenbetween the JPL

sondeat 0559 UT, both from TMF. In Figures 10a and 1l a
the ozone number density axis has been changedto a linear
scale which shows more clearly the structure in the ozone
profile at the lower altitudes.Becauseof the relatively slow

lidar and the SAGE II over an extendedperiodfor SAGE II
measurements made within 1000 km of TMF [McDermid et
al., 1990a]. However, below the ozone maximum the two

(NOAA) [Komhyr et al., this issue] and by Wallops Flight
sonde was launched at 0546 UT and the NOAA

ascent rate of the balloons the vertical resolution of the ECC

profilesstart to divergewith the lidar data typically showing measurements is the best of all of the instruments in STOIC.
lower ozone concentrationsthan SAGE II, similar to the Small features were observed in the ozone profile by the
comparison with the microwave radiometer.
sondesand theseare reproduced,with only minimal smoothIn Figures 10 and 11 the lidar results are comparedwith ing, by the lidar. The agreement in the values obtained for
those obtained from the balloon ECC sondeslaunched by the ozoneconcentrationas well as in the shapeof the profile
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is also good except for the first point of the lidar profile.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the JPL lidar profile with that recorded by the NOAA electrochemical
concentrationcell balloon sondeon July 24. As Figure 6. Note the featuresin the ozone profile in this
altitude range that are observedby both instruments(compareFigure 11).
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Figure 11. Comparison of the JPL lidar profile with that recorded by the Wallops Flight Facility ECC
balloon sondeon July 24. As Figure 6. Note the features in the ozone profile in this altitude range that are
observed by both instruments (compare Figure 10).

Summary
STOIC has represented a very important stage in the
development of the differential absorption lidar for its proposed role in the NDSC and for correlative measurements
with the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) and
other satellite programs. It has provided a unique opportunity to test some of the alternative procedures in the data
analysis and has allowed the ozone concentration profile
algorithm to be improved. The need for hardware modifications to reduce the effects of signal-induced noise on the
high-altitude measurementswas also indicated.
It is believed that this study confirms the power of the
DIAL technique for making accurate measurements of
stratosphericozone concentration profiles on a regular and
long-term basis. The JPL lidar, in its present implementation, has shown agreementwith the STOIC average to better
than 4% from 18 to 48 km altitude.

The results above 45 km

altitude are subject to the greatest uncertainty and error and
are of questionablevalue even though they agree within 10%
with the STOIC average. The lidar comparedwell with other
techniques and appears capable of providing reliable and
reproducible results. Studies such as STOIC and intercompadsons with other instruments should continue as an ongoing check on the various sensorsand to provide validation
in the determination of long-term changes.
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